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Why Partner with Salient?
Salient partner programs deliver tools, resources and the expertise your company
needs to implement best-of-breed performance management solutions. Partner
with Salient to create new opportunities and promote your business services and
solutions to new clients.
The Salient Collaborative Intelligence Suite is a new standard for user-driven
investigation, discovery and communication across the entire organization
and beyond. This system represents a major shift in emphasis from individual
analysis to a truly collaborative environment, giving everyone the information
they need at their fingertips at all times. The intelligence is shareable and usable
everywhere. Any question can be answered anywhere and in seconds.
The Suite is based on Salient’s visual data mining solution, an investigative
paradigm that puts the specific user in immediate control of all possible data
relevant to any given situation, with graphical tools to rapidly identify and drill
into outliers within patterns and trends. The user can then bring in contextual
information to complete the analysis and share the intelligence with colleagues
and others across widely dispersed collaborative communities. The Salient
Collaborative Intelligence Suite democratizes the use of intelligence both inside
and outside of traditional organizational boundaries.

Types of Partnerships
Resellers
Salient focuses on helping clients measure and improve performance by utilizing
facts that naturally result from existing day-to-day processes. We work together
with our partners to provide complete enterprise-wide solutions for improving our
clients’ performance management.

About Salient
Salient Management Company
provides performance optimization
software for large, transactional
businesses and government. The
company’s performance approach
is to measure created value—profit,
growth, efficiency and quality—as
it happens, and to make this
knowledge available immediately
and directly to value creators at
decision time. Founded in 1986,
Salient today serves more than
35,000 users in 53 countries

The Salient Collaborative Intelligence Suite democratizes the
use of intelligence both inside
and outside of traditional
organizational boundaries.

Referral Partners
In your typical engagements with clients do you see a need to help them better
leverage their business information? Salient welcomes and rewards introductions.
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Market Impact
Salient has grown primarily over the past 26 years through word-of-mouth
networking among our clients. Our presence has been expanding among large
organizations because of our unique speed and scaling capabilities and most
importantly, our very practical approach to Performance Management. We
enable modern management capabilities to perform Business Process
Optimization throughout the entire organization.
Currently, we work with leading Fortune 100 and 500 companies plus hundreds
of SMB’s including over 35,000 users in 53 countries. To increase and sustain
the rate of our rapid growth we are working to form strategic partnerships with
only the best organizations to work with our existing and prospective clients.
Our model enables an easy “pull” of what is relevant for any situation that comes
up, while also allowing the saving of standard views of business performance
for personal and corporate monitoring. Our approach is focused on enabling the
information “consumers,” not the “producers.”
Salient enables partners to spend time with their clients focusing on what really
matters. Some of our current partner organizations work with us to change how
they spend their time with their clients. An organization can deliver more value
to clients by concentrating on recommendations and advice, rather than working
out the high-overhead report-writing issues involved in maintaining a typical
business intelligence tool.
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FOOD LOGISTICS
TOP 100

CONSUMER GOODS TECHNOLOGY
TOP 10

Gartner, Inc., Magic Quadrant for Business Intelligence Platforms, Rita Sallam et al, January 27, 2011. The Magic Quadrant is copyrighted 2011 by Gartner,
Inc. and is reused with permission. The Magic Quadrant is a graphical representation of a marketplace at and for a specific time period.It depicts Gartner’s
analysis of how certain vendors measure against criteria for that marketplace, as defined by Gartner. Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product or service
depicted in the Magic Quadrant, and does not advise technology users to select only those vendors placed in the “Leaders” quadrant. The Magic Quadrant is
intended solely as a research tool, and is not meant to be a specific guide to action. Gartner disclaims all warranties, express or implied, with respect to this
research, including any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.
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The Salient Suite:

An End-to-End Performance Management Solution
Salient provides a turnkey performance management solution for the entire enterprise,
from data integration and federation to instant analysis and mobile accessibility.
Our solution is:
Scalable—Big Data is never too big
Specific—Relevant details are granular, not aggregated
Fast—Split-second answers
Easy to use—Data discovery without IT support
Collaborative—Fully integrated document and social content management
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